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Better performance with
Noptel ST-2000
Shooting Training System

The Noptel IRM program
improves shooting training

Noptel makes
the difference in
realistic training

The ultimate goal of the military shooting training is to produce fighters who are able to hit the
target with every shot in any combat situation. The precondition for training field shooting skills
is that the shooter should have adequate basic marksmanship skills.

Basic

Advanced

Field

Safe
The Noptel IRM Program adapts
to customer’s live fire training practises
and makes the training safe.

Shooting
indoors and out of doors
day and night
standing and moving targets
simulated or real shooting distances
dry fire, recoil effect or blanks

Efficient

Analysis

The Noptel IRM Program allows
a lot of practice without ammunition costs
and leads to better results quickly.

immediate feedback on hold, aim and trigger control
evaluation of shots and shooting sessions
recording and replay of shots
comparison of trainees

Noptel

Results
learning correct shooting techniques
> better hit probability in combat
increased training motivation
better self confidence
For further information www.noptel.fi

Advantages over conventional methods

Simply the Best

more efficient training
cost savings
time savings
environmentally friendly

Noptel – When results matter!

Composite

Noptel Oy
Teknologiantie 2
FI-90590 Oulu Finland
Tel. +358 40 181 4351
Fax +358 8 556 4101
info@noptel.fi

Military
Marksmanship
Training
Pioneers of Marksmanship Training since 1982

Easy to use
The Noptel IRM Program can be used
and understood by any shooting instructor
in any organization.

Noptel
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Noptel Training Program
for Military Use
Noptel was the first company to introduce an optical training
system for everyday use. Since 1982 we have supplied more
than 10 000 units to more than 60 countries. Noptel offers
the latest technology and a comprehensive training program
based on years of experience with military users.
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Progressive Marksmanship Training
Basic Training

The Noptel Training Program is based on our own measurement technology, innovative shot analysis and a high-class
customer service. The Noptel Program helps instructors to
train recruits safely and efficiently to become skilled shooters
within a short time and in demanding training environments
affected by a lack of time and difficult access to shooting
ranges.
The Noptel Training Program allows you to use your own
conventional or scaled targets, which do not require any
electronics or wiring. You can use also conventional pop-up
or moving targets. The training scenarios and level of difficulty
can easily be varied in the field.

Advanced Training

Learning basic shooting skills

Transfer of basic shooting skills
to range conditions

Basic Training is the key element for success.
Soldiers must be able to shoot well in a friendly environment in order to shoot well enough
under pressure in a real combat situation.

The three-phase Noptel Integrated Rifle Marksmanship (IRM)
Program takes into account the important factors behind
successful military marksmanship instruction. Safe training
and live fire alternate in an optimal way, resulting in an efficient and motivating course for both trainees and trainers.
The number of training sessions in each step can be varied
according to local requirements.

RESULT

Noptel offers customers
an enhanced single unit
solution which covers all
training phases from
the basics to advanced
manoeuvres. This will make the logistics simpler and management of
the equipment easier. The unit allows connected or stand-alone operation in all phases of
training, whether indoors or out of doors, and
gives comprehensive information on the shots
in all training exercises.

TRIGGER
CONTROL

The result is based on three main factors.
10

Every shot tells a story. The system measures
and displays the aiming path on the target.

Composite

The training is safe. It doesn’t require live
fire safety precautions and can thus be
arranged anywhere, even in the garrison
area. After these safe situational training
exercises the soldier will be ready for live
ammunition training on a controlled manoeuvre range.

Single unit solution

10

Immediate feedback guides
the trainee towards correct
shooting techniques.

In Field Training either a single soldier
or a buddy pair can train using pop-up
or moving targets in a realistic environment.These safe training exercises allow
other trainees to observe nearby and
learn by seeing. The exercises use varying military shooting scenarios.

The Noptel system is fully portable and can
be easily carried to a shooting range and installed there. The shooter can use real-size
standing targets, pop-up targets, turning targets and moving targets on the shooting
range.

A classroom can be equipped according to the customer’s own requirements.

AIM

Drilling field shooting skills

In Advanced Training the shooter will be
training under normal shooting conditions
at normal military shooting distances and
with real-size targets. The Noptel Shooting
Training Program gives a shortcut to improving skills on the shooting range. It is also
possible to practice night shooting safely.

Basic marksmanship skills are a question of
how well the shooter can hit the target. The
shooter must be able to
master positions
AIM correctly
HOLD steadily
TRIGGER smoothly

HOLD

Field Training

The traffic lights show the evaluation
of the shot .

READY FOR LIVE FIRE EXERCISES
AND ADVANCED TRAINING

READY FOR SAFE
FIELD TRAINING EXERCISES
The shooter can safely shoot at real-size targets over normal shooting
distances.

Soldiers can practice
shooting on the move
and manoeuvring skills
safely anywhere.

After passing the Field Shooting Test
the soldier will be able to
hit the target with each shot
tolerate battlefield shooting
conditions
handle the weapon with confidence
use live fire safely and
will be ready for further training to learn
tactical skills and more advanced
operations in the field.

SHOOTING MUST BE KEPT UP
CONTINUOUSLY
BY MEANS OF AN EFFICIENT
SKILL SUSTAINMENT PROGRAM!

